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Abstract

Numerous hypotheses have been proposed to explain the end Pleistocene extinction of

large bodied mammals. The disease hypothesis attributes the extinction to the arrival of a

novel �hyperdisease� brought by immigrating aboriginal humans. However, until West

Nile virus (WNV) invaded the United States, no known disease met the criteria of a

hyperdisease. We evaluate the disease hypothesis using WNV in the United States as a

model system. We show that WNV is size-biased in its infection of North America birds,

but is unlikely to result in an extinction similar to that of the end Pleistocene. WNV

infects birds more uniformly across the body size spectrum than extinctions did across

mammals and is not size-biased within orders. Our study explores the potential impact

of WNV on bird populations and provides no support for disease as a causal mechanism

for the end Pleistocene megafaunal extinction.
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I N TRODUCT ION

The mammalian faunas of Australia and the New World are

depauperate today. Before the arrival of humans, each

continent contained an assemblage of large-bodied mam-

mals that rivaled that of modern Africa. The New World

contained numerous species of mastodons, ground sloths,

camels, and horses; marsupials the size of rhinoceros

inhabited Australia (Smith et al. 2003). Approximately,

12 000 years ago in the New World (Fiedel 1999; Thorne

et al. 1999) and 46,000 years ago in Australia (Roberts et al.

2001), the largest species in each fauna went extinct (Martin

& Klein 1984; MacPhee 1999; Lyons et al. 2004). The

ultimate causes of this extinction fall into three general

categories: (1) environmental change, which attributes the

extinction of the megafauna to changes in climate and

vegetation (Guilday 1967; Graham & Lundelius 1984), (2)

human predation, which attributes the extinction to hunting

by newly arrived aboriginal humans (Martin 1967, 1984),

and (3) disease, which attributes the extinction to diseases

brought by newly arrived aboriginal humans (MacPhee &

Marx 1997). The first two hypotheses have been exhaus-

tively debated in the literature (e.g. Martin & Klein 1984;

MacPhee 1999 and references therein). Here, we focus on

the disease hypothesis.

The disease hypothesis attributes the extinction of large

mammals during the late Pleistocene to indirect effects of

the newly arrived aboriginal humans (MacPhee & Marx

1997). It proposes that humans or their commensals

introduced one or more highly virulent diseases into

vulnerable populations of native mammals, eventually

causing extinctions. The failure of several prior immigra-

tions of mammals into North America from Eurasia

throughout the Cenozoic to yield widespread extinction

necessarily implicates humans or their commensals as the

disease vector. Small-bodied species are postulated to have a

greater population resilience due to their life history traits

(e.g. shorter gestation time, greater population sizes, etc.),

causing the extinction event to be biased toward larger-sized

species (MacPhee & Marx 1997).

If a disease was indeed responsible for the end-

Pleistocene extinctions, then there are several criteria it

must satisfy (see Table 7.3 in MacPhee & Marx 1997). First,

the pathogen must have a stable carrier state in a reservoir

species. That is, it must be able to sustain itself in the

environment when there are no susceptible hosts available

to infect. Second, the pathogen must have a high infection

rate, such that it is able to infect virtually all individuals of all

ages and sexes encountered. Third, it must be extremely

lethal, with a mortality rate of c. 50–75%. Finally, it must
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have the ability to infect multiple host species without

posing a serious threat to humans. Humans may be infected,

but the disease must not be highly lethal or able to cause an

epidemic.

A major problem with the disease hypothesis is that, until

recently, there was no known modern disease that met all of

the criteria except perhaps rabies which has a low incidence

of infection (see Table 7.4 in MacPhee & Marx 1997).

Further, the chance of finding evidence of such a disease in

extinct animals is slim. The recent introduction and spread

of West Nile virus (WNV) (Flaviviridae: Flavivirus Japanese

Encephalitis Antigenic Complex) in the United Sates may

provide a good proxy for examining the efficacy of the

disease hypothesis.

Here, we explore the hypothesis that disease caused the

end Pleistocene extinctions of megafauna in North America.

We begin by evaluating the utility of using WNV as a model

system by comparing characteristics of the virus and its

mode of infection with those required by a hyperdisease. We

then evaluate two possible ways in which a disease could

cause a size-biased extinction event: (1) size-biased infec-

tion, and (2) size-biased extinction risk once infected. We do

this by characterizing the pattern of infection of WNV and

its likely mortality schedule and comparing it to the unique

size signature of the late Pleistocene mammalian extinction.

METHODS

Flaviviruses are responsible for many diseases such as

dengue fever, yellow fever, encephalitis, and hemorrhagic

fevers (Center for Disease Control 2004d). WNV is endemic

to Africa, and was first reported in the New World in New

York City in August of 1999. WNV is zoonotic, with a fairly

complex life cycle. Birds are the primary vertebrate hosts;

transmission occurs through feeding by infected mosqui-

toes. Understanding of the life cycle of WNV is complicated

by the extremely diverse array of insect vectors involved in

transmission. Thus far, 43 species of mosquitoes from nine

genera have tested positive for WNV (Center for Disease

Control 2003a).

MacPhee & Marx (1997) identified four criteria as

necessary prerequisites for a hyperdisease to induce size-

biased extinctions. We conducted an exhaustive search using

both literature and electronic web sources to obtain data on

infection and mortality rates, known reservoirs, and hosts of

WNV across the US since its introduction in 1999. We used

these data to evaluate the potential of WNV as a candidate

hyperdisease.

To determine whether WNV could lead to the significant

size-biased extinction seen at the terminal Pleistocene, we

evaluated the size signature of the disease in the United

States. The expected pattern of extinction of large-bodied

forms, and little-to-no appreciable impact on small to

medium bodied species could result from either size-biased

infection rates or mortality, or both. We were able to

quantitatively examine the first possibility and to indirectly

examine the latter. We obtained the list of bird species

reported to be West Nile positive from the Center for

Disease Control (CDC) and the National Wildlife Health

Center (Center for Disease Control 2004a; National Wildlife

Heath Center 2004). We obtained a list of all birds occurring

in the continental US from the Breeding Bird Survey of

North America (Sauer et al. 2000; USGS Patuxent Wildlife

Research Center 2004). This list represents the pool of bird

species that WNV could potentially infect and includes any

species found within the continental United States during

the summer between 1966 and 2000. Although the CDC

also reports exotic birds that have been infected in the

United States, these were excluded from our analyses as we

were interested only in natural, free-living, non-captive

populations. Two bird species, the California condor

(Gymnogyps californianus) and the whooping crane

(Grus Americana), were eliminated from analyses because

they are essentially extinct in the wild and have populations

of c. 90 and 300 individuals, respectively (California Depart-

ment of Fish and Game 2004; Whooping Crane Conserva-

tion Association 2004). Elimination of these two species is

conservative with respect to the results because both birds

are very large (4.0 and 3.77 log units) and the condor is

uninfected. There are few very large birds, so eliminating

these species increases the proportion of infected birds in

the largest bin. This in turn favors results corroborating the

hyperdisease hypothesis. We obtained independent body

mass estimates for all species from the CRC handbook of

avian body masses (Dunning 1993); these were averaged

across sex and geographic locality. We used these data to

construct body size distributions of infected and non-

infected birds. Smith et al. (2003) present a species list and

an estimate of body mass for mammals present before and

after the terminal Pleistocene extinction event that we use

for comparison.

We analyzed the size signature of the distributions in

several ways. First, we binned body size into 0.25 log units,

and compared the body size distributions of infected and

non-infected birds using Kolmorgorov–Smirnov two-sam-

ple tests. Second, we computed the proportion of infected

birds in each size category and examined the relationship

between infection rate and body size using likelihood ratio

tests. The null hypothesis was that infection rate was

uniform across body size. We considered both linear and

non-linear increases in infection rates and body size as

alternative hypotheses. We performed similar analyses for

the relationship between extinction rate and body size in

mammals. The results for birds were compared to the

results for mammals using likelihood ratio tests. Third,

Kolmorgorov–Smirnov two sample tests were used to
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determine if, at the ordinal level, the body size distribution

of infected birds was significantly different from the

distribution for non-infected birds. Orders with less than

two infected or non-infected species were excluded from

analyses. Fourth, we scaled mammalian body size to that of

birds by combining species into 0.45 log unit bins and

calculating extinction rates for each category. The resultant

pattern for mammal extinctions was compared with the

figure for bird infection rates to determine if similar curves

were obtained when body size for mammals was scaled to

that of birds.

The overall body size distributions for both late

Pleistocene mammals and contemporary birds were com-

pared with the distributions of extinct mammals and

infected birds, respectively. For each taxon, we then

removed the extinct or infected species to produce a

�survivor� plot. For birds, this assumed that infection rate

predicted extinction risk. The resultant distributions were

compared using Kolmorgorov–Smirnov two sample tests to

determine if survivors differed from the original species

pool. We also statistically compared the infected or extinct

species with both survivors and the original species pool.

Descriptive statistics were calculated for infected, non-

infected and the overall bird distribution; Lyons et al. (2004)

present equivalent data for mammals.

Size-biased mortality rates among infected species also

could induce a size-biased extinction. However, the intro-

duction of WNV into the United States has not yet led to

any bird extinctions. Moreover, data on mortality rates for

infected birds are sparse because only dead birds are tested

for WNV. Without comparable data on live populations, it

is impossible to determine whether mortality rates vary with

body size across species. Therefore, we evaluated the

possibility of a post-infection size bias indirectly in several

ways. First, we evaluated the degree to which mortality rates

must be size-biased across species to produce a size-biased

extinction like that of the end-Pleistocene. Second, we

examined the size specificity of an extinction event known

to have been caused by avian Malaria in Hawaii over historic

times. Data on bird species in Hawaii were obtained from

the Bishop Museum website (Bishop Museum 2002) and

included endemics and regular migrants. The list of extinct

species for Hawaii was obtained from Van Riper et al.

(1986). Body masses for Hawaiian birds were compiled from

a variety of literature sources, field guides and species

accounts (e.g. Madge & Burn 1988; Dunning 1993; Alsop

2001). Occasional migrants and introduced species were

excluded from the analysis. Finally, we examined several

confounding life history characteristics that have been

proposed to lead to higher extinction risk. For example, we

examined the relationship between body size and geographic

range for late-Pleistocene mammals using body sizes data

from Smith et al. (2003) and geographic range data from

Lyons (2003). Species lists and body size data for the

continental United States and Hawaii are available upon

request from the senior author.

RESUL TS AND D I SCUSS ION

Is West Nile a reasonable proxy for a hyperdisease?

Criterion no. 1: Does WNV have a reservoir species with a stable

character state?

Several wide-ranging or migratory bird species in North

America have been identified as competent reservoirs for

WNV including blue jays, common grackles, house finches,

American crows, and house sparrows (Milius 2003).

Competent reservoirs are species that attain viral levels

high enough to pass on the disease, but still survive. There is

some controversy concerning the particular species identi-

fied as reservoirs. Crows and jays, for example, have a high

mortality rate to WNV, making them less suitable as a

reservoir species (McLean et al. 2001; Center for Disease

Control 2003c). Other species such as humans and chickens

are considered dead-end hosts because infected individuals

do not build up enough virus in the bloodstream for

effective transmission (Center for Disease Control 2004b).

Regardless of the identity of the particular species that are

competent reservoirs for WNV, the first requirement of a

stable carrier state for the hyperdisease is likely met by one

or more wide-ranging native North American birds.

Criterion no. 2: Does WNV have a high infection rate in susceptible

species and affect all age groups?

In the Old World, where WNV is long established and

widespread, susceptibility to WNV varies among species and

among age classes (Lanciotti et al. 1999). However, in the

New World, WNV appears to have the high and non-

specific infection rate required of a hyperdisease. During the

year 2000, 33% of all birds tested in New York state were

WNV positive (Kramer & Bernard 2001). In Oklahoma in

2002, 50% of crows were estimated to be positive for WNV

(Milius 2003). That same year, testing across the US

indicated that crows had an infection rate of 77% and

other birds (i.e. 93 species in total) had infections rates of

c. 40% (Centre for Disease Control 2002). The rapid spread

of the disease across the United States also testifies to its

high infection rate. Following detection in New York City in

August of 1999, by 2002 the disease had spread to California

and 42 other states (Centre for Disease Control 2002).

A Yaremych et al. (2004) study on New World crows

suggests that WNV is capable of infecting all age classes

(Yaremych et al. 2004). They found no significant differ-

ences in infection rates of males vs. females or with age

class. Other researches have reported WNV in adult

chickens as well as chicks (Milius 2003).
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Criterion no. 3: Is WNV hyperlethal in new hosts with a mortality

rate exceeding 50–75% among infected individuals?

Exact estimates for the mortality rate due to WNV

infection are rare. However, WNV appears to meet the

criteria. In laboratory tests using American crows, West

Nile had a 100% mortality rate (McLean et al. 2001). A

recent field study on the same species suggested a 68%

mortality rate (Yaremych et al. 2004). Unfortunately,

mortality rates for other species are not currently

available. However, WNV probably fits the third criterion

for a hyperdisease.

Criterion no. 4: Does WNV have the ability to infect multiple species

without having epidemic potential in humans?

Diseases that meet the first three criteria of a hyperdis-

ease are not unknown (see Table 7.4 in MacPhee & Marx

1997). Indeed, MacPhee & Marx (1997) identified 12

diseases out of a possible 20 that were highly infectious,

highly lethal, and had a stable carrier state. However, only

two of the 20 were capable of infecting multiple species

without having epidemic potential in humans. Most

diseases that are capable of crossing species barriers do

so only within families or orders (e.g. Myxomatosis and

Rinderpest). WNV is an exception. To date, WNV has

infected 160 species of birds and has been found in taxa

as diverse as mammals and reptiles (Center for Disease

Control 2003c; Milius 2003; Center for Disease Control

2004a; National Wildlife Heath Center 2004). Moreover,

WNV is unlikely to cause an epidemic among humans.

Infection and mortality rates are low and humans are a

dead-end host (Center for Disease Control 2003b, 2004c)

consistent with the explicit criterion of MacPhee & Marx

(1997). In the New World, the vast majority of �naı̈ve�
humans who contract West Nile disease survive; the

mortality rate for 2003 is c. 2.6% (Center for Disease

Control 2004b). Clearly, West Nile meets the final

criterion of a hyperdisease.

The hyperdisease hypothesis requires that the taxon of

interest be naı̈ve with respect to the invading disease.

Although many US birds are migratory and less likely to

be genetically naı̈ve, they typically migrate within the New

World and should be naı̈ve with respect to diseases from

the Old World. Moreover, modern birds may not be the

closest ecological analogs to large terrestrial continental

mammals; however, life history traits correlate with body

size in birds like they do in mammals. Thus, the

conditions necessary for a hyperdisease to cause an

extinction are present in modern birds as well as

Pleistocene mammals. Because WNV appears to meet

all of the criteria identified for a hyperdisease (sensu

MacPhee & Marx 1997), we use it as an model system to

examine the disease hypothesis for the end-Pleistocene

extinctions.

Does WNV have the potential to cause a size-biased
extinction?

A unique aspect of the extinction in the late Pleistocene is

the strong size bias. On every continent for which an

extinction has been documented, only large-bodied verte-

brates were affected, whereas small to medium bodied

species remain relatively unscathed (Martin & Klein 1984;

MacPhee 1999; Lyons et al. 2004). No other mammalian

extinction event during the Cenozoic has been so strikingly

size selective (Alroy 1999). Even recent historical extinctions

caused by European settlements and expansions have not

led to a size-biased extinction (Lyons et al. 2004). Clearly,

any explanation for the late Pleistocene continental extinc-

tions must account for the bias toward animals of large body

size and a lack of impact on small and medium species. If

disease were the causal mechanism, a size-biased extinction

could result if either infection or mortality rates were size-

biased.

Our results suggest that WNV is size selective in its

infection rates. The body size distribution of infected birds

was significantly different from that of non-infected

birds (Fig. 1a; v2 ¼ 16.283; P ¼ 0.0006) with infected birds

having higher mean and median body sizes (Table 1). For

both birds and mammals, the relationship between body size

and infection/extinction was curvilinear. However, WNV

did not selectively target large bodied birds while ignoring

small to medium bodied birds. The form of the relationship

was significantly different. Unlike the mammalian extinction

which has relatively low extinction rates at small to medium

body sizes and an abrupt increase when some threshold size

is reached, infection rates for WNV increase continuously

with bird body size (contrast Fig. 2a,c). The best-fit mammal

curve is distinctly sigmoidal and rises rapidly through the

large sizes (Fig. 2c). In contrast, the bird curve appeared to

asymptote at an infection rate of c. 0.6 (Fig. 2a). Indeed, an

exponential function predicts avian infections slightly better

than the curvilinear Hill equation [f (infection) ¼ 0.174(log

mass)0.795, ln L ¼ )39.335]; however, the best exponential

function for mammals is not asymptotic [f (extinction) ¼
0.0187(log mass)2.01] and is appreciably worse than the best

Hill function (ln L ¼ )39.544). Because all birds in the three

largest body size bins are positive for WNV, the best fit bird

curve seems to provide a bad fit (Fig. 2a). However, we

stress that the likelihood tests assess the expected numbers

of infected species (Fig. 2b), and because of the low numbers

of large birds, the observed numbers are only slightly greater

than the expected numbers. The small sample size for large

bird species means that 100% infection is not improbable

under almost any infection rate. Although a non-linear

association between infection and body size is significantly

more likely than a linear or uniform association, the

expectations of all three hypotheses (Fig. 2b) are much
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more similar to each other than are the best analogous

hypotheses for associations between extinction and mam-

malian body size (Fig. 2d). Moreover, the greatest number of

infected birds were contained in the 1.25 – 1.5 log units size

bin (c. 17 – 32 g; Fig. 2b) and 50% of all infections were in

birds less than 2 log units (< 100 g), in line with the overall

distribution of birds. In contrast, the greatest number of

extinct mammals were contained in the 5.4 – 5.85 log units

sizes bin (c. 250 000 – 708 000 g; Fig. 2d) and 50% of all

extinctions were in mammals greater than 5.4 log units. This

was significantly different from the overall distribution of

mammals.

A unique aspect of the end Pleistocene extinction is that

the largest species within each order were disproportionately

affected (Lyons et al. 2004). WNV does not replicate this

pattern within avian orders (Table 2). Of the eleven orders

examined, the body size distributions of infected and non-

infected species were significantly different in only two

orders: the Passeriformes and the Strigiformes (Table 2).

For the passerines, the difference between the mean and

median for infected and uninfected birds was small (i.e.

infected birds: mean ¼ 1.515 log units, median ¼ 1.477 log

units; uninfected birds: mean ¼ 1.317 log units, median ¼
1.261 log units). Moreover, passerines tend to be small to

medium bodied, ranging from c. 0.7 to 3.1 log units

(5–1200 g, respectively), whereas the overall pool of US

birds ranges from c. 0.4 to 4 log units (2.5–10 000 g,

respectively). Strigiformes are larger than passerines, but are

medium-bodied in general. They range from c. 1.6 to 3.25

log units (41 – 1800 g, respectively). Although Passeri-

formes is the most species rich order of birds in the US,

the size bias in infection rate within this order and within the

strigiforms cannot produce an extinction like that of the end

Pleistocene. Within each order, extinction risk due to WNV

must be much greater for larger bodied birds to result in an

ordinal extinction similar to that of late Pleistocene

mammals. Moreover, this raises the possibility that the
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Figure 1 Body size distributions for contemporary birds (panels a and b), and late Pleistocene mammals (panels c and d). In each case, the

top panels represent the overall species pool before the infection (a), or extinction (c) event; the lower panels represent the �survivors� (b and

d). The late Pleistocene extinction led to significant losses of large bodied species, but did not appreciably impact small or medium bodied

species. In contrast, if the pattern of West Nile virus infection corresponds to the extinction risk, there are substantial impacts not only on the

very largest birds, but also on medium and small birds as well. A Kolmorgorov–Smirnov two sample tests suggests that the pre and post

distributions for mammals are highly significantly different (P < 0.0001); but that the pre and post distributions for birds are non-significant

(P > 0.4). See text for details.

Table 1 Descriptive statistics for the body size frequency distri-

butions for all birds in the United States, non-infected birds and

native birds infected with West Nile virus (WNV). Exotic species

infected with WNV were excluded from the analyses

All

birds

Non-infected

birds

Birds infected

with WNV

n 548 388 160

Mean body mass 1.88 1.77 2.14

Median 1.73 1.64 2.02

Standard deviation 0.77 0.73 0.81

Variance 0.59 0.53 0.66

Standard error 0.03 0.04 0.06

Minimum 0.44 0.44 0.54

Maximum 4.06 3.47 4.06

Range 3.62 3.03 3.51

Skewness 0.47 0.44 0.40

Kurtosis )0.70 )0.89 )0.82
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entire correlation between size and infection rate is a

phylogenetic artifact. That is, if one or more large-bodied

clades is susceptible to WNV for reasons other than size,

then we still would get the patterns documented here (e.g.

Raup & Gould 1974).

Our results suggest that the pattern of WNV infection

should not result in a size-biased extinction similar to that

seen in mammals at the terminal Pleistocene (Fig. 1).

Comparison of the overall body size distributions of both

birds and mammals before and after either infection or

extinction, illustrated that these events would impact the

distributions in significantly different ways. For mammals,

the extinction event resulted in a distribution of survivors

that was fundamentally different from the original species

pool. A Kolmorgorov–Smirnov two-sample test confirmed

that the distributions pre- and post-extinction were signi-

ficantly different (Fig. 1c,d; v2 ¼ 11.856, P < 0.005).

Conversely, if WNV infections reflect mortality and

extinction risk, the resulting distribution of surviving bird

species would not be significantly different from the original
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Figure 2 Proportion of the overall species pool (panels a and c) infected (filled squares) or extinct (semi-filled squares), and the number of

species (panels b and c) infected or extinct plotted as a function of body size. Ln likelihood ratio tests indicate that rates vary non-linearly with

body size for both birds (panels a and b) and mammals (panels c and d), but in different ways. Non-linear curves were fit using Hill equations

which take the form: y ¼ X n/[(X50)n + X n), where X50 is the point along the x-axis at which y ¼ 0.5 and n is a fitted exponent. For birds,

the best uniform rate estimate was f(infection) ¼ 0.292 (ln L ¼ )50.415). The best linear estimate (panel a, thin line) was f(infection) ¼
0.187(log mass), (ln L ¼ )39.873) and the best non-linear estimate (panel a, thick line) was f(infection) ¼ (log mass)1.34/[3.4201.34 + (log

mass)1.34], (ln L ¼ )37.551). For mammals, the best uniform rate estimate was f(extinction) ¼ 0.154 (ln L ¼ )129.34). The best linear

estimate (panel c, thin line) was f(extinction) ¼ 0.075(log mass), (ln L ¼ )68.70), and the best non-linear estimate (panel c, thick line) was

f(extinction) ¼ (log mass)4.65/[4.5974.65 + (log mass)4.65], (ln L ¼ )32.30). As expected from their close likelihood values, the different rate

models predicted similar numbers of infected bird species with each performing well (panel b: uniform, dashed line; linear, thin line; non-

linear, thick line). In contrast, the different rate models predicted different numbers of extinct mammal species with only the non-linear

model performing well (panel d: uniform, dashed line; linear, thin line; non-linear, thick line).

Table 2 Comparisons of the body size distributions of infected

and non-infected birds within each order using Kolmorgorov–

Smirnov two sample tests

Orders

Infected vs. Non-infected

v2 P Infected (n) Non-infected (n)

Anseriformes 4.16 0.250 6 23

Charadiiformes 1.44 0.971 9 39

Ciconiiformes 1.78 0.822 6 12

Columbiformes 3.33 0.379 7 4

Falconiformes 1.52 0.936 21 8

Galliformes 6.09 0.095 5 14

Gruiformes 1.60 0.899 2 8

Passeriformes 12.40 0.004 72 209

Pelecaniformes 4.91 0.172 3 8

Piciformes 0.82 > 0.99 4 18

Strigiformes 9.80 0.015 11 8

v2 is the chi-square value from KS tests; P is the significance

level; n is the number of species infected or not in a particular

order.
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species pool (Fig. 1a,b; v2 ¼ 2.78, P > 0.45). Clearly, a size

signature similar to that of mammalian fauna could only

result if there are substantial differences in bird mortality

and species extinction risk as a function of body size

(compare Fig. 1a,b).

If the rate of WNV infection reflects extinction risk, then

clearly the very largest birds (> 3.5 log units; 3162 g) have

the highest probability of extinction. However, any viable

hypothesis for the end-Pleistocene extinction must neces-

sarily explain not only the extinction of the largest

mammals, but also the absence of a substantial impact on

small to medium species. Unfortunately, most studies ignore

small to medium species (e.g. Guilday 1967; MacDonald

1984; Alroy 2001; Johnson 2002; Brook & Bowman 2004).

When the overall infection rates of WNV are plotted as a

function of body size, there is a large impact across virtually

the entire body size spectrum (Fig. 2a,b). This is in sharp

contrast to the pattern of mammalian extinctions where

small species were largely unaffected (Fig. 2c,d). Whereas,

the average infection rate for birds in the lower half of the

body size spectrum is 25% (0.4–2.0 log units, 2.8–100 g),

the corresponding extinction rate for mammals is under 4%

(0.3–3.42 log units, 2–2630 g). The differences between the

bird and mammal curves are especially evident when

mammal body size is rescaled to that of birds (Fig. 3).

Mortality rates would have to scale positively with body size

if the pattern of WNV infection were to result in anything

approaching that of the mammal curve. The log probability

of the WNV infection curve resulting in an extinction

pattern like that of the mammals is )149.4. Indeed, rough

calculations indicate that there would have to be a sixfold

difference in mortality rate between the smallest half of the

body size spectrum and the largest species to result in a

pattern similar to that reported for the late Pleistocene

megafauna extinction (Fig. 3).

Even proponents of the hyperdisease hypothesis allow

that there is no a priori reason why small body size per se

should confer resistance to extinction. Indeed, the disease

hypothesis does not propose that disease must be size-

biased in its incidence of infection, but that the resulting

extinction should be size-biased because the life history

characteristics of large-size species increase their extinction

risk (MacPhee & Marx 1997). Few factors thought to cause

extinction target large-bodied species to the exclusion of

small-bodied species. Instead, many hypotheses for the late

Pleistocene extinctions invoke differences in life history

characteristics to explain the size-selectivity (e.g. Guilday

1967; MacDonald 1984; MacPhee & Marx 1997; Johnson

2002). Large-bodied species are thought to be more

vulnerable because they have low intrinsic rates of popu-

lation increase (rmax) and low population densities.

Conversely, under a disease scenario, species with low

population densities might have lower infection rates,

especially if they do not aggregate. Nonetheless, both

population density and intrinsic rate of increase scale with

mass; as M )3/4 and M )1/4, respectively (Fenchel 1974;

Damuth 1981; Peters 1983; Calder 1984; Schmidt-Nielsen

1984; Damuth 1987). Because these relationships hold

across environmental and taxonomic groups, they should

also hold over evolutionary time. Thus, large bodied

mammal species from the Cenozoic should have had

relatively small population densities and low intrinsic rates

of increase. However, if large-bodied species were truly

more vulnerable to extinction, then most natural extinction

events in mammals should have been size biased. They were

not. Although there is a weak relationship between size bias

and the intensity of the extinction event, in general, the

mean body size has been similar for victims and survivors of

extinction events throughout the Cenozoic (Alroy 1999).

Moreover, if life history traits associated with large body size

confer increased extinction risk, then large-bodied species

should have higher origination and extinction rates relative

to small-bodied species over evolutionary time. Background
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Figure 3 The percent of the overall species pool represented by a

particular body size bin; filled square, birds infected by West Nile

virus (WNV); semi-filled square, mammals of that size category

that went extinct at the end Pleistocene. The x-axis is rescaled for

mammals since they contain a much larger range of body masses.

Thus, each bin represents 0.43 log units for mammals (range: 0.3–7

log units, or c. 2 g–10 000 kg), and 0.25 log units for birds (range:

0.25–4 log units, or c. 2.8–11 kg). The size signature of the terminal

Pleistocene mammal extinctions is distinct from the pattern that

would result if WNV leads to equivalent mortality rates across

body size categories. The log probability of the WNV infection

curve resulting in an extinction pattern like that of the mammals is

)149.4.
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extinction rates for mammals show no relationship with

body size (Alroy 2002). This lack of size-bias in deep time

extinction events makes it unlikely that population density

and fecundity alone could generate a size-biased extinction.

Moreover, a recent, well documented, extinction event in

Hawaiian birds clearly illustrates that life history character-

istics alone are not sufficient to predict extinction risk

(Fig. 4). Given these life history arguments and allometric

relationships, one would predict the largest species to be at

highest risk from avian malaria. We found the opposite

pattern to be true: the species that went extinct were all of

small body size (i.e. 10–100 g; Fig. 4).

Size-biased mortality might not necessarily result from

low fecundity and population density because of differ-

ences in extinction risk associated with life history traits.

Another, often overlooked, life history characteristic

associated with extinction risk is the extent of the

geographic range. Species with small or limited geographic

ranges might be more prone to extinction than species

with large geographic ranges. For example, Jablonski

(1986) demonstrated an association between small geo-

graphic range and extinction risk in the fossil record for

bivalves. A similar relationship might exist for mammals

and birds. Several authors have demonstrated that

geographic range varies predictably with contemporary

mammalian body size, as c. M1/4 (Peters 1983; Brown

1995) although there is considerable variation in the

relationship. This relationship has been found for other

taxa (Brown & Maurer 1987; Brown 1995; McGill &

Collins 2003). Geographic range size and body mass for

late Pleistocene mammals shows a similar scaling

relationship (Y ¼ 4.241 + 0.201 · Mass; R2 ¼ 0.055;

P ¼ 0.002). The pattern is not simple, however. Although

large mammals tend to have large ranges, small mammals

have ranges than span the entire spectrum. For example,

rodents of similar body size may have ranges that differ

by more than five orders of magnitude. Such �triangular�
shaped relationships are common (Brown 1995). Thus, a

small-bodied species with a small geographic range might

actually be more vulnerable to extinction than a widely

ranging, large-bodied species under the scenario of a

hyperdisease. This point has been overlooked by resear-

chers that invoke life history to explain the size bias of

the end Pleistocene extinction.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUS IONS

If the scenario proposed by MacPhee & Marx (1997) is

correct, then humans arrived in North America with a

highly infectious commensal or �typhoid Mary� reservoir.

This hyperdisease rapidly infected the populations of native

fauna whose lack of exposure and adaptation to the disease

made them especially vulnerable, drastically lowering pop-

ulation densities, and driving entire species, and in some

cases genera, extinct. It is assumed that large-bodied species

were especially vulnerable, because they did not have the

reproductive capacity to recover from deadly epidemics.

The disease hypothesis has garnered considerable attention

because of its novel interpretation of the late Pleistocene

extinctions (MacPhee 1999 and references therein; Alroy

2001; Johnson 2002; Lyons et al. 2004). Here, we have

demonstrated that this scenario is highly unlikely. Based on

analyses of the only known disease conforming to the

criteria, it appears that neither WNV infection nor

extinction risk would likely lead to the unique signature of

the late Pleistocene extinctions. Moreover, the differential

impact on small to medium bodied species across all birds

and within orders (Figs 1–3; Table 2), coupled with

confounding predictions about the vulnerability resulting

from various life history characteristics, and the pattern of

extinction resulting from avian malaria (Fig. 4) greatly

undermine the validity of the disease hypothesis as an

explanation for the terminal Pleistocene extinctions. Indeed

it is probable that a hyperdisease would target mammals of

all sizes, a prediction considerably at odds with the observed

pattern. Thus, even a disease that meets all the criteria of a

hyperdisease is an unlikely explanation for a size-biased

extinction event like that of the late Pleistocene.
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